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Physical 
Space 
Model 

I was drawn to creating a physical space model for the Ceramics Studio 
because the environment of the studio is audacious, colorful and overflowing with 

artifacts and personality. I argue that the studio space creates a branding 
experience like no other in the region, allowing creatives, especially children to 
suspend themselves in a distinct artistic experience. NOTE: Location specific 
information has been removed for client privacy. 

After creating the physical model, it became evident how much brand intelligence 
was applied to its design and decor. The Ceramics Studio has a playful but highly 
efficient layout, maximizing space for activities that bring high revenue. The 
physical structures allow the space to look expansive. The front half of the studio 
brings customers in (especially children and families); An excellent strategy for a 
foot-traffic-heavy plaza. Although un-rendered, the front window display intrigues 
passers-by. The manager also maintains a white board that is routinely updated on 
upcoming events. The colorful walls, twinkling lights, happy music and tactile 
division of space is effectual. The layout also appears to be crafted for quick 
movement (made even swifter by reps being available for grabbing colors and 
supplies for customers, so there aren’t too many reasons for customer to move 
around). The space also allows grouping of individuals pushing similar goals 
(painters, hand-builders, and wheel-throwers are all allocated their own space). 
Since it is a tool-heavy craft, tool hotspots appear on tables, within everyone’s grasp, 
again impacting the overall need for physical movement in the space. I noticed two 
areas that appear to breakdown the model. First is the small space next to the POS 
system which is overflowing with documents and other productivity tools. It 
minimizes the space for a person to sit and do work. The second is in the 
“employees only” section. This area is filled with boxes and artifacts that are so 
closely placed that one false move would set off a domino effect. This model allows 
the viewer to spot the work and traffic flows in the studio. It also allows a clear view 
of the revenue-model and studio objectives. Not only that, it gives the viewer 

clarity on branding and advertising opportunities.





 



 

Identity 
Model 

I was drawn to creating an identity model for the key-players in the Ceramics Studio 
because I had inadvertently attained a lot of information regarding how the key-players 
identified themselves in the studio during my interviews and follow-ups. The key-players 
were also very supportive by filling a short survey regarding their proficiencies, which 
illuminated my understanding regarding their perception of self-identity at the studio. During 
the interviews, a couple of interesting points came up. Firstly, except for [the studio owner], 
none of the employees felt like their “title” justified the work they performed. Because it is a 
small business, they possess a sense of ownership, kinship and community with the studio 
and all the people that run and visit it.  

The model allowed perspective and clarity on the type of people the studio invites. All of 
the key-players identify themselves as animal lovers, and think of themselves as family-
oriented. Most key-players express a sense of fulfillment attained from working in a 
community-centric business. Each employee also feels like they wear several hats in the 
studio. The model reveals a rising trend for tech-know-how as the age dips. It also shows an 
opportunity to train the younger employees to execute technical tasks. It is interesting that 
the studio assistant, [the male studio representative], identifies himself as having a high 
wheel-throwing proficiency and consecutively expresses a desire for more time at the wheel. 
It also appears that [the studio owner] and [the studio manager] desire a web-based 
solution that can streamline their work-flow. It was very intriguing that most of the younger 
employees were unhappy about sharing tips and didn’t feel like they were utilized well. [the 
studio manager] tallied that insight by expressing her need to have better schedules herself. 
This shows that [the studio owner] is in-charge of the scheduling and it has left the team 
slightly unsatisfied. 

This model allows the viewer to establish key-player personas. When creating a solution for 
this group of people, clarity regarding their proficiencies allows the designer perspective on 
modes of comprehension and compatibility with complex technology. Triangulating these 
identities with cultural models and artifact models would allow a designer to create 
hierarchies within a solution, allowing access to certain portals based on a set of identity-

specific cues.



 





 

Cultural 
Model 

I wanted to create a cultural model based on the power structure at the studio 
because I asked a series of power-flow specific questions during my interview. 
Every answer was congruous but most were superficial. 

This model doesn’t really provide fresh insight through the power-lenses of the 
studio but does allow perspective and organization. It also provides us with an 
opportunity to understand the large role that family plays in the funding and running 
of the studio. Although [the studio owner] holds most power, she is tied by material 
contributions of her family. [the studio owner]’s relationship with her wife appeared 
slightly detrimental to the studio’s function during one interview, something I didn’t 
express in the model due to insufficient evidence. Perhaps an iteration with 
breakdowns of power would be the next step after further inquiry. It also appeared 
that [the studio manager] mothered [the studio owner] a lot in her interview, 
something that would need further exploration before applying it into the model 
after observing the relationship as a fly-on-the-wall. Having less visibility regarding 
the studio reps. also didn’t allow me an opportunity to dig deeper into the power 
breakdowns that affects them during their work hours. 

At a glance, this model can provide the viewer with tremendous power. To know 
who influences the owner could prove to be a powerful weapon when trying to 
influence the owner herself. It also shows how dependent she is on [the studio 
manager], which could provide an “in” for a collaborator. A designer could also use 
this model for developing personas and solutions that provide validation for 
perceived power positioning.




